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ABSTRACT 
Let D. denote the class of all n x n (0, 1) matrices having distinct, non-zero, ordered 
rows. The present paper exhibits a calculation ofthe number, T,,, of matrices belonging 
to D. which have at least wo equal columns, or at least one identically zero column, 
or both. The result is expressed as a series of terms, each of which is a product of a 
binomial coefficient and a Stifling number of the first kind. All the matrices enumerated 
by T. have zero determinant. A short able is given comparing T. with the total number, 
N,~, of matrices in D. which have vanishing determinant; N~ is at present known 
only through n = 6. 
1. INTRODUCTION. A combinatorial problem which arises in different 
contexts is the following: Determine the number of n x n (0, 1) matrices 
whose determinants are zero. To our knowledge, this problem is still far 
from solution; the required enumerat ion would appear to involve the 
solution of a whole series of "restricted posit ion" problems of considerable 
difficulty (e.g., the Latin square problem). A sufficient condit ion for the 
determinant of a square matrix to be zero is that the row set (or column 
set) contain either zero elements or identical elements; such a row set 
may be called "degenerate." The number  of n • n (0, 1) matrices having 
degenerate row sets is, of course, easily calculated by elementary methods. 
A slightly more difficult problem is the determination of the number of 
n x n (0, 1) matrices with degenerate column sets and non-degenerate 
row sets. In other words, we require that rows be distinct and non-zero, 
and ask for the number  of such matrices which have one or more zero 
columns, or one or more sets of identical columns, or both. This is the 
problem we solve here. 
* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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2. The class of all n • n (0, 1) matrices has cardinality 2n~. Each row 
is the binary representation f an integer K, 0 ~< K ~< 2 n -- 1. Consider 
now the subclass whose rows are distinct, non-zero, and ordered; the 
ordering is effected by assigning to each row its appropriate integer K 
and requiring that rowK < rowK+~. Let us call this sub-class D~; its 
cardinality is evidently (2"-~). Let h(~)(~) be a partition of n into a parts: 
k 1 2 
(2.1) 
Let {h")(~)) be the number of matrices belonging to the class D, with 
minimum column specification h(~)(~); we define such matrices to be those 
with at least fl~i) groups ofh~ i) identical columns, fl~i) groups ofA~ i) identical 
columns, etc. Now the number of possible arrangements of columns 
corresponding to the specification h(i)(~) is 
n~ 
ni(~ = ((X1 !)~(~ !)~2 ...)(i)(~ 1! fl~ ! ...)(i) 9 (2.2) 
Since this is also the number of ways of putting n distinct objects 
(the column indices) into ~ identical boxes (the parts of h(~)(~)) with fll 
boxes each containing A1 objects, fl~. boxes each containing h2 objects, etc., 
we immediately verify the well-known relation: 
y, .~(~) = s~" (2.3) 
i 
(~ f ixed)  
where S~ is the Stifling number of the second kind (recall that S~ is the 
number of ways of putting n distinct objects into o~ identical boxes, no 
box being empty). 
Introducing the notation 
..__(>-1) (:4) 
n 
we see that 
Further, let 
so that 
{~(')(~)) = n,(~)R~". (2.5) 
~") = rain[2 ~ - -  1 ~ n] (2.6) 
R"  = 0, ~ < ~(n) (2.7) t~ m . 
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The class enumerated by (2.5) contains matrices in which not all the 
separate groups of columns are distinct, and these may appear with 
multiplicity greater than unity. Let us therefore introduce--in contrast to 
{A")(~)}--the square bracket [A")(~)]; this will denote the number of 
matrices in D~ with exactly the column specification ,~m(~), by which we 
mean that the columns corresponding to each part of 2tm(~) are equal 
among themselves but distinct from the columns corresponding to any 
other part. The main problem is to evaluate these square brackets. To 
this end we write: 
{~")(~)) = [1")(~)] + ZGJ [a(J)(~)l. (2.8) 
Here the sum goes over all partitions A(J)(/~) which are "less" than A(i)(00, 
by which we mean that Aci)(~) is a refinement of A(J)(/~). Note that this 
reverses the usual order relation for the lattice of partitions of a number; 
the choice is motivated by the fact that AiJ)(fi) has fewer parts than A")(~), 
so that ~)  ~< p < o~. 
The coefficients C~ can be calculated as follows. Choose a particular 
ordering of columns corresponding to the specification ~")(=). Let f~j be 
the number of ways that this particular ordering will produce A(~>(/~) 
(in any ordering whatsoever) by equating appropriate sets of columns. 
It then follows that 
ni (c~)f~ = n~-(/~)Gj. 9 (2 .9 )  
(The f~j are actually the coefficients of the "augmented" monomial 
symmetric functions [A(~)] in the expansion of the power-sum product 
(sal)~l(s~,)~* ...; we shall not, however, make use of this fact.) 
The f~j satisfy a simple sum rule. If we sum over all j corresponding to
AIJ)(/z) with a given number of parts/.~, we have 
f~j ---- S, ~ . (2.10) 
J 
(~ fixed) 
This sum is, in fact, the number of ways of putting o~ distinct objects 
(the parts of A")(o0) into/~ identical boxes (the p parts of all the A(J)(/~)) 
with no box empty. Note that (2.10) depends only on the number of parts 
of)tti)(~) and AtJ)(fi) and not on the individual partitions themselves; it is 
this fact which renders the solution of our problem simple. 
Substituting (2.9) into (2.8) and using (2.5), we find: 
R: -  ~ +Zf ,  J nj(~) (2.11) 
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This equation forms the basis of a recurrence scheme for obtaining the 
quantities [A(*)(~)]. 
3. So far we have not made specific mention of zero columns. Since 
we shall have to consider them separately, we introduce new brackets 
analogous to those of the previous section, {A(i)(o0}~ and [A(i)(a)],, where 
the subscript r indicates that one part of A(i)(a)--of size r--corresponds 
to r identically zero columns. Clearly, [A]~ = 0 if r is not a part of A. 
We also introduce quantities n,~(a) analogous to (2.2). These are simply 
related to the ni(~); it is easy to see, in fact, that if the part r occurs in 
)~(i)(a) k times then n~(a) = kni(o O. From this it follows that 
rni~(a) = n 9 ni(a). (3.1) 
The analogs of thef~j are quantit iesf~ry with the sum rule 
A~.J~, = s~% (3.2) 
j,~t 
where the sum is taken over all A~)(~) < 2t~i)(o~) for fixed /z. When we 
come to write down the analog of (2.5), we must recognize the fact that, 
if one part of 2t")(o 0 corresponds to a set of identically zero columns, the 
number of ways of picking n distinct, non-zero rows is effectively reduced 
from 
n (2~-1 - -  to I), 
since for all rows the elements corresponding to these zero columns are 
precisely zero. Therefore 
{//(i)(~x)},. = nir(a ) R2_ 1 . (3.3) 
The equation corresponding to (2.11) is then 
[A(i)(a)] r [A(~)(/x)]r, (3.4) 
R~I -  n i , (c~ + ~,fi~.j," n~,(tz) 
4. We are now in a position to write down the symbolic solution of 
our problem. We define two new quantities: 
P,~= ~ [2t(i'(a)], (4.1) 
h(t) <1 n 
Z~ = [l'qa + ~ [A(i)(a)]T. (4.2) 
,~(i) <in 
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P.  is evidently the number  of  matrices in D .  which have at least two equal 
columns, zero columns included, while Z .  is the number of matrices in 
D.  with at least one zero column. Now the number  of matrices in D .  with 
at least two equal columns and no zero columns is 
P .  - Z [1( i ) (~)L  9 
Adding this to (4.2) we have 
T, = [1"]1 + P ,  (4.3) 
where T, is the required number,  i.e., the number of matrices in D,  with 
at least two identical columns, or at least one zero column, or both. 
So far we have not said how the quantity [1"]~ is to be obtained. It is 
dear,  however, that 
{1"}1 = [1"11 + Z r (Z [a"'(~)],), (4.4) 
which merely expresses the evident fact that the enumeration implied by 
{1"}i counts each [A(i)(~)]~ precisely r times. Since 
{1"}1 " (4.5) = nRn_  1 , 
the quantity [1"]1 is known once we know the [h(i)(~)]~. 
5. To solve the recurrence relations (2.11) we first note that, for 
---- ~(~), the square brackets and curly brackets (braces) are equal, since 
the sum goes over h")(/z) for which tz < o~ ") and therefore vanishes. 
In other words, 
[2t(i)(~)] - -  ~(") (5.1) 
ni(c 0 R n, e = ~r~ " 
In virtue of the sum rule (2.10), we find on the next recurrence step: 
[~(i)(~)] ---- R " - -S  ~ R" o~ = -(") + 1. (5.2) 
ni(o 0 ~, ,,-1 ~,-1, ~ 
The ratios on the left are again seen to be independent of the index i. 
By induction, this result holds for all c~, c~ ") ~< c~ ~< n --  1. We therefore 
introduce a new notation for these ratios: 
F~-= [;V~)(~)I . (5.3) -- n~(~) ' 
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this holds for all partitions Au)(a) with ~ parts. Invoking the sum rule (2.10), 
we see that (2.11) may be replaced by the simpler relation: 
R~"= Z S2F.". (5.4) 
To invert this equation we introduce the Stirling numbers of the first 
kind, s/. These satisfy, with the S/,  the orthogonality relation: 
~s?~S/= 3~5. (5.5) 
i=j 
Multiplying (5.4) by s~v and summing, we have 
E sJR~"-= ~. E sJS~F. '~= E Z sJS.~F. "" 
Therefore, by (5.5): 
Y 
Fv"= ~ s~vR~". (5.6) 
Using (5.3) and the sum rule for the ni(y) (cf. equation 2.3), we obtain: 
y~ [a.,(e)] = s r  Z 
(v fixed) 
s~vR~". (5.7) 
We must now perform the sum over 7 (cf. 4.1): 
n~l  ~ n--1 
Pn=Z[Am(y) ] - -=  E Sv n Z s~vR~ n= Z 
n--1 
Ra n ~ Sens, v. 
?~Ot 
Now 
.-1 
since a 5f: n, (and S~" = 1). Therefore: 
P~-=_  ~. s~nR~ ~. 
ot~et(m ~) 
(5.8) 
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The equation (2.11) can be handled in precisely the same manner. The 
ratios again depend only on the number of parts (by induction, starting 
with (3.3)). Owing to the relation (3.1), the naturally occurring quantity 
is the weighted sum in the expression for [1"]~ (equation 4.4). 
We find: 
n--1 
~r (~-~ [Am(c~/]r) = --  n 2 s=nRn~,_1 (5.9) 
e(=c((n)+l 
and therefore by (4.4) and (4.5): 
[ln]l = n i s~"R"~_x 9 (5.10) 
~=~ (~")+1 
According to (4.3), the required number is 
Tn = i (ns" -- s"~_a, ~ R"~_I 9 (5.11) 
~=~(~n)+l 
Now the Stirling numbers of the first kind satisfy the difference quation: 
.+1 __ (5.12) S i ~ S~._1 ~lS i  n 9 
Hence our final answer becomes: 
7", = -- i s"+lR  ~_~. (5.13) 
(x=C~(m~)+l 
The simplicity of this result suggests that it may be obtainable by a direct 
application of the inclusion-exclusion principle (or, equivalently, by 
by M~Sbius inversion on an appropriately defined lattice); to date, however, 
we have not succeeded in finding such a proof. 
It is perhaps worth while remarking that the number T, can be used to 
enumerate another interesting class of (0, 1) matrices. If we consider, 
instead of the class D , ,  the class of n • n (0, 1) matrices with distinct, 
non-zero rows in any order, we can ask the question: What is the cardi- 
nality of the subclass of such matrices which is closed under the operation 
of taking the transpose? Calling this number C, ,  we have immediately: 
C.  = n! JR ."  - -  T.]  = n! 
~+i 
s"+lR"  (5.14/ 
~=~)+1 
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Finally, let us compare our numbers T,~ with the total number of  
matrices in Dn which have vanishing determinant. This last number - -  
call it N , - -has  been calculated through n = 6 by M. B. Wells (unpublished). 
The comparison is shown in Table I. We observe that the ratio T,~/Nn 
decreases with n; we would guess that this ratio approaches 0 as n --~ oo. 
TABLE I 
n T, N, 
2 0 0 
3 6 6 
4 350 425 
5 43260 65625 
6 14591171 27894671 
